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The Secret History of the American Empire
The Seven Sisters of the Pleiades
For an Amerindian Autohistory
The Heavenly Arcana Disclosed which are in the Sacred Scripture Or Word of the Lord
Arcana cœlestia: or Heavenly mysteries contained in the sacred Scriptures, or Word of the Lord, manifested and laid open [an exposition of Genesis and Exodus]. Now first tr. by a society of gentlemen [or rather by J. Clowes]. [With] Index. [With] Index
The Encyclopaedic Dictionary
The Merciful Law of Divine Synchronicity
A Biblical Cyclopaedia, Or, Dictionary of Eastern Antiquities, Geography, Natural History, Sacred Annals and Biography, Theology and Biblical Literature, Illustrative of the Old and New Testaments
The Sacred Gate
The Secret Doctrine: Occultism
Dance-- the Sacred Art
THE EVANGELICAL MAGAZINE
Commerce of the Sacred
Sacred Treasure--The Cairo Genizah
Numerology
Life, One Big Existential Crisis
The Encyclopaedic Dictionary
Sacred Number
A Biblical Cyclopaedia, or Dictionary of Eastern Antiquities, Geography, Natural History, Sacred Annals and Biography, Theology and Biblical Literature, illustrative of the Old and New Testaments
Recovery--the Sacred Art
The Sacred Power in Your Name
The Encyclopaedic Dictionary
The Secret of Secrets
Giving, the Sacred Art
Hitchcock's New and Complete Analysis of the Holy Bible
A Walk with Four Spiritual Guides
The Complete Analysis of the Holy Bible: Or, How to Comprehend Holy Writ from Its Own Interpretation, Containing the Whole of the Old and New Testaments
Progressive Traditions
Secret of Regeneration
Decision-making & Spiritual Discernment
Schönheit der Geometrie
Lloyd's Encyclopaedic dictionary
Pilgrimage-the Sacred Art
The Astrological and Numerological Keys to The Secret Doctrine, Volume
A Huron born and raised near Quebec City, Georges Sioui is the first to present guidelines for the study of Native history from an Amerindian point of view. He argues that these guidelines must be respected if the self-image and social ethics of Native people are to be understood and preserved and shows that they provide a way to greatly improve the way Native people and more recent immigrants to the Americas perceive each other.

When you're born, you're given your own individual magical word—your name. It holds the keys to your soul's energies and abilities. If you come to know and use your name properly, you can uncover your soul's purpose, manifest abundance, and open up to unlimited possibilities. The Sacred Power in Your Name includes entries for nearly two hundred names with meanings, affirmations, sound and chakra elements, and meditations. Using the techniques and information in this book, you will be able to: Analyze the sounds and rhythms of your name Transform your name into a magical incantation Awaken creative energies related to your name Create an inner talisman Discover your purpose in life Use your name for empowerment and healing Your name is your direct link to the infinite possibilities of the universe. In this book, you will discover new worlds and wonders as you uncover the true power of your very own magical word. Praise: "Ted explores the names themselves, and he goes into every nuance of naming. This is a very in-depth study of the sacred power of names."—Phoenix McFarland, author of
The New Book of Magical Names

Jack Lightstone's Commerce of the Sacred remains an original and influential contribution to Judaic studies. Lightstone offers critical perspectives on the practices and beliefs of Greco-Roman Jews who lived outside of Palestine and beyond rabbinic control or influence. He investigates their influence on early Christians and examines how the two communities defined themselves in relation to each other. He challenges the view of Judaism as a single set of practices and beliefs and argues that Jews of the Greco-Roman Diaspora did not retain a shared, biblical 'perception of the world' centered on the Jerusalem temple. Rather, they believed multiple points of contact between God and man could be made through particular rites: prayer in the presence of the sacred scrolls, pleas for help at the tombs of dead saints and martyrs, and the interventions of holy men with alleged supernatural powers, to name a few. Many early Christians also participated in this Judaic 'commerce of the sacred', blurring the social and religious boundaries that distinguished Jews and Christians. Lightstone innovatively combines approaches from the history of religions and social anthropology to provide a different picture of Judaism during this period. Featuring a new foreword and an updated bibliography, Commerce of the Sacred resituates the Jews in the Greco-Roman world.

Spiritual discernment is the traditional name for listening and responding to divine guidance. In this book you will approach decision making as an active participant, a co-creator with God in shaping your life. Drawing on twenty-five years of experience as a psychologist and fifteen years as a spiritual director, Nancy L. Bieber presents three essential aspects of Spirit-led decision making:
Integrates spirituality, practice, spiritual formation, psychology, world religions and historical resources. Examines how pilgrimages evolved as spiritual practices and the relationship between pilgrimage and transformation.

The amazing adventure story of one of the most important discoveries in modern religious scholarship. This astounding cache of nearly 300,000 early and medieval manuscripts has forever transformed our knowledge of Jewish and Muslim history and much more.

Numbers can speak. Their language is Numerology: an ancient science that is a numerical analysis of life -- your life. A fascinating oracle for enriching your mind, body and spirit, Numerology explains your motivation, reveals your talents, and displays how you appear to others. By using this language of numbers it is possible to improve the quality of your life, spiritually, emotionally, mentally, and materially. With it you can map the trends of each day -- see what is happening, what has happened, and why. And it can indicate what is to come. In Numerology: The Secret Language of Numbers, authors Christine Bengel and Patrick Stahel clearly explain how to use Numerology and how you can bring about positive changes to your life. Written to appeal to both novices and experts alike, the fully illustrated handbook contains detailed information about the 9 archetypes and how to create your own Personal Matrix. This special set includes: *A 160-page, full-color handbook* 30 Numerology cards *A fabric bag to hold the cards*

I was going on twenty-four and living in Annecy, France when it happened: a soul moment so charged with energy that it changed the dynamic of my life.
This book is one of the most esoteric treatises in the world. It will show you the way to become more than the body and the way to bloom - how not to remain a seed but to become a golden flower. What, in India, they call the one thousand-petalled lotus, in China they call the golden flower. It is a symbol that represents perfection, totality. Moreover, the flower represents the actualisation of the potential - the beauty, the grandeur, the splendour of being. This treatise, The Secret of Secrets, is very ancient - possibly one of the most ancient treatises in the world - at least twenty-five centuries old. But twenty-five centuries can be traced back very easily. And this treatise is also, uniquely, a great synthesis of all the great religions. The Bible belongs to the Christians, the Talmud belongs to the Jews, the Vedas belong to the Hindus, the Dhammapada to the Buddhists, the Tao Te Ching to the Taoists. But this small book, The Secret of Secrets, belongs to no one in particular, or it belongs to all. It is heavily based on Taoist teachings, a flowering of the Taoist approach to life and existence. But it is not only that - Zarathustra has played a role; his teachings are incorporated within it. Buddhist teachings have also been integrated, and a certain esoteric school of Christians, the Nestorians, have played their part. It is one of the most synthetical approaches.

A practical guide outlines the ways in which cultivating a lifestyle of generosity can be a source of personal transformation, spiritual renewal, and deep joy, sharing inspiring thoughts for living a life of abundance and spirit-filled generosity. Original.

Seize the joy and healing power of dance! Drawing from her years of experience as a dance and movement teacher, and as cofounder of the international dance
organization InterPlay, Cynthia Winton-Henry helps you overcome your embarrassment or anxiety and discover in dance a place of solace and restoration, as well as an energizing spiritual force. She taps into the spirit of dancing throughout history and in many world cultures to provide detailed exercises that will help you learn to trust your body and interpret its physical and spiritual intentions. For both newcomers and seasoned movers alike, she encourages you to embrace dance as a spiritual tool to:

H.P. Blavatsky’s The Secret Doctrine is the foundational text for the dissemination of the esoteric tradition, as promulgated by the Masters of Wisdom for this new epoch. The Theosophical Society, the writings of Alice Bailey, Helena Roerich and other esotericists, are founded upon the basis of the advanced esoteric doctrines promulgated in that text. Here, for the first time, a proper exposition of the mode of the coding of the esoteric texts presented by the Masters is revealed. The object being to assist serious students of the esoteric doctrines to gain much deeper insights as to the nature of the hidden wisdom of the revelatory writings emanating from the Hierarchy of enlightened beings. This book consequently presupposes that the reader is familiar with the context of the writings of the above authors, and also my writings, because of the nature of the advanced esotericism that needs to be explicated. The focus of this analysis is upon the Stanzas of Dzyan (stanzas for meditation), the backbone of The Secret Doctrine. Those that take the time to properly study the texts will comprehend the vastness of the philosophy and awareness attained by enlightened beings, and so hopefully aspire to likewise gain enlightenment.
This book explores the great ontological question, namely, what is the meaning of life. And it’s in two parts. The first part looks at psychological, philosophical, sociological and spiritual theories, which includes witchcraft. This sets the stage for part two, which addresses religion, politics, prophecy, aliens/UFOs, and scientific explanations for our existence. The mind is the common thread that links the chapters. Fundamentally, we’re on the brink of a New World Order that’s been orchestrated by Satan and for Satan. He’s on his sordid way. Thus, it bodes well to be prepared for the coming great deception.

The masked man in black had killed his way in, his clan had been defeated, his parents had been taken away, and he was nowhere to be found. Chen Mo had been crippled and was unable to cultivate. Encountering the framing of a villain, and having his fiancée annulled by a childhood sweetheart All schemes, hatred, evil people, enemies, just you wait. Once you rise to prominence, I, Chen Mo, will trample all of you beneath my feet!

1963 Each lesson of this marvelous course grows more and more interesting. It is a most remarkable and revolutionary body of information. The following facts are revealed. That man did not evolve from the ape, but degenerated from a previous race of Su.

Would you like to explore these natural patterns created from Sacred Geometry symbols? Do you love geometry, science, art, AND OF COURSE coloring? Relax and enjoy your downtime with 24 unique patterns given in 2 sets. These geometric patterns are based on classic sacred geometric symbols. Explore and color, have fun, and fall in love with the art of coloring these patterns. Forty-eight sheets to color plus a surprise bonus at the end of the book! Sacred geometry is an ancient science that reveals energy and
vibrational patterns in nature. It reveals the precise way that the energy of creation organizes itself and how it grows. Every natural pattern can be broken down into simple geometric shapes. To get a better understanding of sacred geometry is to understand the divine beauty in nature, science, art, and mathematics. Here's what you will get: 48 individual sacred geometric coloring sheets printed on quality paper Coloring tips and worksheets to understand color theory and to experiment with various color schemes A Free Bonus located at the end of the book! Support independent publishers and artists. Thank you and don't forget to take a peek inside :) 

What is it that brings all these different things together? The subatomic particles and the Vedic square. The hydrogen atom and the golden section. Fibonacci numbers, consciousness, and alchemy. Nikola Tesla, music, and the ether. Electromagnetism, gravity, and the fourth dimension. The procession of the equinox, the Mayan dooms day, the Hindu Brahma cycle, and Atlantis. It is Numbers, or more precisely; their Digital Root. In this book the author examines the amazing world of numbers, particularly those which have intrigued and fascinated ancient and modern mathematicians alike. However, he does it from a very novel point of view; by implementing the digital root operation, in which the individual digits of any of these numbers are summed up until a single digit is left over. The author will show that when applying this simple operation to magical numbers, and to many other groups of numbers, an amazing world of hidden interconnections; repetition cycles; numerical symmetries; and geometrical patterns emerge. Especially when the geometrical (the circle) and the numerical aspects of the digital root world are combined together. It is in this circular/numerical world where numbers, individually and collectively,
exist in their most basic, yet perfect and symmetrical states, and where the basic nine numbers are differentiated into three groups of amazing properties, which will be shown to underlie the essence of the whole universe; from the atom and its forces to the solar system and its geometry. This book will take us on a numerical and spiritual journey: starting from prime and figurate numbers; to Fibonacci sequence and the golden section; to alchemy and the Mayan calendar; to the atoms and its forces, along with the ether and the fourth dimension. In addition, the author will show how these new revelations of the digital root world are corroborating the numerological and mystical qualities that have been attributed to numbers by philosophers and mystics throughout the ages. This book will paint a so holistic and meaningful image of the world that will forever change our perception, not only towards numbers, but towards the whole universe as well.

The legends of the Seven Sisters of the Pleiades that poets, priests, prophets, shamans, storytellers, artists, singers, and historians have told throughout time are retold in this compilation of the stories that have found their inspiration in nine beautiful stars clustered together in the night sky. While particular attention in this cross-cultural study is paid to the influence of the Pleiades cluster on the living traditions of indigenous people in North America, Australia, Japan, and the Pacific, much ancient mythology passed down through written and visual sources from ancient Egypt, India, Greece, and South America is also explored. Appearances of the myths in the modern world are also mentioned, including American presidential elections, Halloween, Atlantis, the Titanic, and Subaru automobiles. Serious astronomical research complements the variety of mythological explanations for the stars' existence by providing the modern world's scientific understanding of them.
Sacred Estrangement analyzes certain works by important American writers and thinkers in the context of the "rhetoric of conversion." Such analysis is especially valuable because it provides a reliable index of the relationship between the self and larger communities. Traditionally, "conversion" has served a socializing function, signifying that one has come into alignment with certain linguistic, behavioral, and cultural expectations. The socialization process is particularly apparent in the Christian conversion narratives of the seventeenth through nineteenth centuries: by publicly testifying to a conversion experience, believers became empowered members, not only of God's elect community but also of a local population. As modern autobiography developed in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, the Christian pattern was secularized and individualized. Conversion became a model for many kinds of psychological change. With the coming of the twentieth century, however, the authors upon whom Peter Dorsey focuses, including William and Henry James, Henry Adams, Edith Wharton, Ellen Glasgow, Zora Neale Hurston, and Richard Wright, radically revised conversion rhetoric. If conversion had traditionally linked the search for illumination with the search for a defined social role, these writers increasingly used conversion as an index of estrangement from mainstream America. Dorsey documents this profound change in the way American intellectuals defined the "self," not in terms of personal orientation toward or away from a given community, but as a resistance to such an orientation altogether, as if social forces by their "nature" were a threat to
personal identity.

In this hope-filled approach to spiritual and personal growth, the Twelve Steps of Alcoholics Anonymous are uniquely interpreted to speak to everyone seeking a freer and more God-centered life. This special rendering makes them relevant to those suffering from a variety of addictions as well as the general addictions we wrestle with daily.

Beautifully illustrated with many old engravings as well as contemporary imagery, "Sacred Number" covers basic counting systems and the widespread use of 20 important numbers from major religious texts; the importance of astronomy, geometry, and music to number quality; and how numbers affect architecture.

A Walk with Four Spiritual Guides is Andrew Harvey's very personal introduction to Krishna's lessons on the immortality of the soul, Buddha's description of the fundamental role of mental conditioning in making us who we are, Jesus' portrayal of the Kingdom of God as a present fact about the world, and Ramakrishna's teachings on the truth of all religions. Enhanced with accessible translations of each guide's essential teachings and facing pages of guided commentary from experts, Harvey offers his own experiences of learning from their wisdom and gives you deeper insight into their message for today.

This study highlights the relationships between different genres of traditional Japanese theatre through plot repetition and illustrated analysis of performances.
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